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A conceptual framework of risk management in decision making method for scheduling
and line balance monitoring of manufacturing system
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Abstract: Manufacturing systems helps in planning, controlling and monitoring throughout the manufacturing
processes. Failure to perform reliable systems may cause problems through its lifecycle. Specifically, risk
management is particularly pertinent for manufacturing projects, thus distinctive methods and education have been
developed for such risk management. Fewer attempts are done in dealing with lean production risks during
constructing of project. On the other hand, lack of methodology in recognizing and minimizing lean production risks
during developing manufacturing systems resulted in nothing, except wasting a lot of money and energy, firing
personnel, getting loans or bankruptcy. Consequently, for a more desirable management of risks associated with
mass production of a manufacturing system, it seems necessary to develop an expanded image and a perspective of
future horizon during constructing a manufacturing system. In this paper, a review from the previous works were
conducted on risk management particularly risks in decision making method for scheduling and line balance
monitoring in manufacturing system. A suggestion of conceptual model is discussed and presented. The
identification of the effective production factors is also discussed. This review indicated that the appropriate
selection of systems will help in the success of the manufacturing project.
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1. Introduction

their nature and examples such as hazard risk,
financial risk, operational risk and strategic risk.

*Around the world, manufacturers are searching
for new ways to address the growing demands of
global manufacturing. They want the latest tools and
technologies to boost performance in each aspect;
operations, suppliers, partners, etc. They also search
for solutions to help them produce more for less,
lower their total cost of ownership (TCO) and
improve their return on investment (ROI).
Manufacturing systems need to plan and control the
manufacturing process in details from the ordering
and receiving raw material until delivery and after
sale services to customers. Each company whether it
is a manufacturing company or providing services
may encounter with a lot different problems through
its lifecycle if it was not designed well to face and
confront with such problems. More than $250 billion
is spent annually in the United States for facility
designing, scheduling and re‐scheduling (Tompkins
et al., 2003). Therefore, it is vital to recognize
harmful factors and design a flexible manufacturing
system to cope with such harms during its life cycle.
There are various kinds of risks to be considered
in studying risks of projects in project management
studies. Risks are usually expressed in terms of
finance, safety, logistics and social and
environmental impacts. The risk types according to
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Risk management has been defined as “ the act or
practice of controlling risk”, that includes risk
planning, assessing risk areas, developing risk‐
handling options, monitoring risks to determine how
risks have changed, and documenting the overall risk
management program. In managing risk, project
managers must consider risk in their planning and
scheduling practices. Risk management and
scheduling are closely tight, where considerations of
one requires a reassessment of the other, e.g., in
creating strategy and plans to handle program risk,
how the approach affects the program schedule must
be considered. Hence, a plan that balances risk, cost,
schedules and performance need to be developed
(MacDaniel and Bahnmaier, 2001).
Furthermore, due to lack of methodology in
recognizing and minimizing lean production risks
during constructing manufacturing systems, nothing
is obtained except wasting a lot of money and
energy, firing employees, getting loans or
bankruptcy. Risk management is therefore
particularly pertinent for manufacturing projects,
thus special methods and special education have
been developed for such risk management. It is
obvious, from the past literature search, less attempt
are done in dealing with lean production risks
during constructing of project. Also, there is a need
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Since the 1960s, several methodologies have
been developed and used for decision‐making,
performance, and risk assessment. In the context of
decision‐making, the methodologies are roughly
divided into two categories: graph theory combined
with matrix approaches, and multiple criteria
methods. The multiple criteria methods are further
classified into mathematical optimization and
multiple
criteria
decision‐making
(MCDM).
Researchers have applied mathematical optimization
models to diverse manufacturing problems (Rao,
2011). The optimization method was used by
Durand (1993) to assess analytically the
performance of product portfolios in a company and
its impact on individual product cost using the
concept of “shared activity”. Nevertheless,
optimization models are often employed to find
optimal solutions; they are therefore generative
methods. For evaluation purpose, multi‐criteria
decision‐making (MCDM) are more commonly used
approaches (Greco 2004). Majority of researchers
have developed models, methods and their
visualized
tools
systematically
or
semi‐
systematically to identify risks in the project by
integrating their models or methods using only one
technique which identifies risks from one
perspective (Basri et al., 2015). There are some
techniques to achieve risk analysis of projects, 1) the
qualitative technique such as Analytic Hierarchy
Process (AHP) and risk matrix, and 2) the
quantitative technique such as Fuzzy Logic, Tree,
Monte Carlo Simulation, Failure Mode and Effect
Analysis (FMEA), Event Tree Analysis (ETA), Fault
Tree Analysis (FTA). To calculate probability and
severity and getting an accurate result, quantitative
analysis should be used in getting an effective risk
assessment.

to find new ways to use concepts of line balance
monitoring during the constructing of a
manufacturing system to minimize future harms.
Consequently, for a more desirable management
of risks associated with mass production of a
manufacturing system, it seems necessary to develop
an expanded image and a perspective of future
horizon during constructing a manufacturing system.
Nowadays, the process of Risk Management is
followed systematically as national necessity in
many countries. Therefore, in this paper, by
suggesting a comprehensive conceptual model, it
will be tried to identify the effective production
factors that may cause system failures. The process
will consist of identify, plan and control risk during
constructing of a manufacturing system and also to
identify effective criteria and sub‐criteria in each of
the identified agents to be able to evaluate, analyze
and select the most appropriate method.
2. Literature review
Designing appropriate manufacturing systems is
an important part of manufacturing. Lean
manufacturing is the basic techniques for improving
the production rate with the minimum available
resources. It is an efficiency based system on
optimizing flow to minimize the wastage and using
advance methods to improve manufacturing system
by modified or change pre‐existing ideas (Chahal,
2012). In a lean system, flexibility is necessary to
achieve a high level of competitiveness. Since lean
methodology is based on the principle that supply
must adjust to demand, it is required that all the
elements that compose the system are provided with
a high flexibility, so that tasks can be changed
quickly and without unnecessary loss of time (Boscà,
2012). On the other hand, Flexible Manufacturing
System are based on the concept of flexibility which
can be defined as the capacity of a system to adjust
itself in response to changing requirements without
significant expense in terms of time, effort, cost, or
performance (Toni and Tonchia, 1998). Flexible
manufacturing systems were introduced in response
to a new demand for more variety and for greater
responsiveness to changes in products, production
technology, and markets.
The traditional project management has proved
to be successful for simple and certain projects,
where the problems that arise from the interactions
between activities can be resolved without difficulty.
However, for complex and uncertain projects, lean
project management seems more appropriate where
the management of the workflow and the value
perspective focused on customer’s specifications can
allow managers to deal with uncertainty. Thus, to
decide which method should be applied, it results
necessary to evaluate the uncertainty and risks of
each project before their beginning. In order to do
that, risk project management seems as the perfect
way to evaluate risks and complexity in projects
(Bosca, 2012).

2.1. Scheduling and line of balance monitoring
The schedule, in project management practice, is
a powerful planning, control, and communications
tool that, when properly executed, supports time and
cost estimates, opens communications among
personnel involved in program activities, and
establishes a commitment to program activities.
Additionally, scheduling is integral to a program’s
acquisition strategy and to risk management,
financial, and technical management plans, and an
important element of the other management
functions: organizing, staffing, controlling, and
leading. On the other hand, poor scheduling can
adversely impact a program in a number of areas.
Haphazard schedules make it difficult, at best, to
determine a realistic completion date and to
efficiently allocate resources to the entire program.
This creates financial problems‐escalation of costs,
increased support costs, delayed return on
investment, funding cuts, or program termination.
Schedules can be presented in a variety of ways.
According to the different treatment of uncertainty,
scheduling methods were divided into two groups:
reactive scheduling and preventive scheduling.
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Uncertainty appears in all different levels of the
industry from the detailed process description to
multisite manufacturing. Hence, the successful
utilization of process models relies heavily on the
ability to handle system variability. In the planning
phase, scheduling contributes to the development of
detailed functional plans and budgets and to
identification and allocation of required resources
throughout program activities. In addition to being
an output of the process like Master Program
Schedule (MPS), Integrated Master Plans (IMP) and
Integrated Master Schedules (IMS), Functional Plans,
Work Breakdown Structure (WBS), etc., it also
contributes to the development of the other outputs.
The early involvement of experts in scheduling
techniques can contribute to the effective translation
of strategic concepts and ideas into detailed logic
diagrams, depicting the program activities and
relationships among activities.
There are different scheduling concepts and
techniques and how they can be applied and
analyzed to manage effectively. A number of tools
and techniques are useful in developing the logic
diagrams that reflect the desired activity sequencing.
Estimating activity duration is one of the most
difficult aspects of schedule development and should
be performed by people who are most familiar with
the activity. Two key inputs to the estimation
process are the resources required and assigned for
the activity and the capabilities of the resources
assigned. Historical information from other
programs and from commercial databases can also
be helpful in developing accurate estimates.
A number of techniques and tools are useful in
developing schedules, many of which are contained
in various scheduling software applications. Most
contain the capability to perform various types of
mathematical analyses to calculate theoretical start
and finish dates for each activity based on the overall
sequencing of the program activities. Two of the
more commonly known analysis techniques are
critical path method (CPM) and the Program
Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT). Other
commonly used scheduling development techniques
focus on schedule development in light of resource
(time, people, funds, material) constraints. Schedule
compression and resource leveling provide the
means to manage the effect of these constraints
through the compression of activity duration and the
leveling of resources throughout activities.
Uncertainty exists in every schedule. It is
impossible to predict the length of time necessary to
complete an activity, meet a milestone, or deliver a
system, with a complete confidence. Little
information exists in the early phases of a program,
and planners must rely on personal experience and
the estimates of experts. As a program progresses
through the acquisition cycle, more information
becomes available. Schedules developed in the latter
phases of a program are based on more information
and analyses, but they still lack complete certainty.
Uncertainty introduces the element of risk in the
planning process. Schedule risk is the likelihood of

Reactive
scheduling,
dynamic
scheduling,
rescheduling, and online scheduling deal with the
problem of modifying the original scheduling policy
or generating scheduling policy on time when
uncertainty occurs. Preventive scheduling or
predictive scheduling generates robust scheduling
policy before the uncertainty occurs (Ierapetritou
and Li, 2009). On the other hand, (MacDaniel and
Bahnmaier, 2001) classified four types of schedules
that are commonly used; 1) the Gantt or bar chart, 2)
the milestone schedule/chart, 3) the network
schedule, and 4) the production schedule.
A network schedule is a graphical display of a
project, including a representation of these
relationships. The Program Evaluation and Review
Technique, or PERT, is developed to enable
managers to visualize the entire program, see
interrelationships and dependencies, and recognize
when and where delays are acceptable. Another
network scheduling system which based on the
concept of critical path was developed and named as
Critical Path Method (CPM), was designed to focus
on performance time and total program cost. Thus,
PERT and CPM scheduling techniques have many
similarities. A third network scheduling technique is
the Precedence Diagram Method (PDM), functions to
permit a more accurate depiction of relationships
among various activities than is possible using the
other two techniques. In general, network
scheduling techniques permit the graphic portrayal
of project activities and relationships among the
activities, thus provides the basis for determining
the project’s critical path, predicting shortages, and
identifying possible reallocation of resources to
solve problems. Through the use of readily available
software, network schedules are fairly easy to
update and rework, thus providing managers with
current program/project status information and
control over activities and schedules.
Production scheduling involves the planning,
execution, and control of repetitive activities, such as
the manufacture of a large number of identical items.
Efficient production requires the proper balance of
materials, facilities, and personnel skills. It also
requires a means to monitor the production process.
The Line of Balance (LOB) technique is normally
used for this purpose. It is also commonly used in
identifying problem areas in the process that could
adversely affect the delivery schedule, e.g. those
activities that require attention and possibly
corrective action, and can also be used for reporting
the status of the manufacturing process and delivery
schedule to higher management. In addition, it is a
monitoring technique that gives prior warning of
problems within a continuous production process.
Nowadays, LOB application has been further
expanded, making it suitable for a whole spectrum of
activities ranging from research and development
through job‐shop and process flow operations. Line
of Balance focuses on balancing the time taken for
individual activities by either re‐distribution of
resource or by reducing process waste (MacDaniel
and Bahnmaier, 2001).
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failing to meet schedule plans and th
he effect of that
t
failure. Wheen creating a schedule, one
o must asssess
the risk asso
ociated with the schedulee. One techniq
que
for assessin
ng this sched
dule risk inv
volves estim
mate
contribution
ns for each
h activity’s duration and
a
aggregating these distrib
butions usingg a Monte Caarlo
simulation or other anaalytical toolss. The resultting
program‐lev
vel schedule is then analyzed to
determine tthe actual scchedule risk and to identify
the schedulle risk driveers. This tecchnique uses a
range of tim
mes that it will take to complete each
activity. Thiis approach results in a more realistic
estimate off schedule riisk because it accounts for
much of the uncertainty inherent in th
he use of singgle‐
point estimaates. This tecchnique can be used in any
a
acquisition phase beginn
ning with the completion
n of
ork. The schedule probabiility
the first stattement of wo
distribution function forr each key acctivity should
d be
developed aas soon as th
he activity is included in the
master scheedule. Risk is inherent in
n all programs,
and schedulling is one element
e
of riisk. Uncertaiinty
introduced in
i estimatingg the duration
n of each activ
vity
causes mostt schedule riisk. Probabilistic techniques
are proven
n to be verry useful in assessing the
likelihood o
of failing to meet
m
schedule plans and the
impact of that failure.

Fig. 1: Th
he research methodology flow
w chart

m
c
consists
of 3
The basis of research methodology
maajor’s phases::
Phase 1: Lean prod
duction mo
odeling: Ass
meentioned in the literaturre review, many
m
of thee
ressearches used mathematical mo
odeling forr
sim
mulating thee system. Therefore,
T
m
mathematical
l
mo
odeling can be used as a trustful way
w
for thiss
ressearch.
oject Management concep
pts: For usingg
Phase 2: Pro
pro
oject manageement concepts the eightt main areass
of A Guide to
o the Projecct Managemeent Body off
Kn
nowledge (P
PMBok, 2013
3) will be used as a
com
mplete refeerence for techniques in projectt
maanagement.
Phase 3: Rissk managemeent: One of th
he eight main
n
areeas of A Guid
de to the Projject Managem
ment Body off
Kn
nowledge (PM
MBok, 2013),, and is inclu
uded in mostt
traaining prograams for projeect managerss. Within thee
currrent view of
o project maanagement ass a life cyclee
pro
ocess, projectt risk management (PRM)) is also seen
n
as a process th
hat accompan
nies the project from itss
definition thro
ough its pllanning, exeecution and
d
ntrol phases up to its com
mpletion and closure.
c
con
nt to the prio
or research, and
a to definee
In consisten
thee important factors in deetermining th
he answer to
o
thee objectives of
o the researcch, a research
h framework
k
is proposed (F
Fig. 2). It sho
ows the coree framework
k
wh
hich consists of 3 major activities;
a
risk
k identifying,,
rissk analyzing and
a risk priorritizing. While conductingg
tho
ose three items, feedback from
m user orr
staakeholders iss then necesssary. In addittion, externall
rissk factors and
d the selectio
on criterion also
a
must bee
con
nsidered. Risk
R
identificcation techn
niques, risk
k
analysis, risk prioritization
p
and risk facctors/criteriaa
aree presented and
a discussed
d in the next section.
s

2.2. Risk
d
peop
ple;
Risk has different meanings to different
that is, thee concept of risk variees according to
viewpoint, attitudes and experien
nce. Engineeers,
designers aand contracctors view risk from the
technologicaal perspectiv
ve; lenders and
a
develop
pers
tend to view
w it from the economic an
nd financial siide;
health proffessionals, environmenta
e
alists, chemical
engineers take a saafety and environmen
ntal
R
can occcurs
perspective Kaya et all. (2012). Risk
nd everywheere. Risk iss a multi‐faacet
anytime an
concept (PM
MBok, 2008). A risk factorr can be defin
ned
as a situation that may
y give rise to
t one or more
k factor itselff doesn’t causse a
project riskss, and the risk
product, sch
hedule, or reesource targeet loss/damaage.
Risks play a significant part
p
in decision making and
a
may affect tthe performance of a project as they may
m
cause cost overruns, deelays on scheedule and ev
ven
poor qualityy if not dealtt sensibly (W
Wiguna and Scot,
2005). Each project has
h
a differrent level and
a
n of risks and will adopt
a
differrent
combination
strategies to minimize them because the
characteristtics of projectts are unique and dynamicc.
3. Conceptu
ual framewo
ork
In orderr to develop
p the propo
osed concepttual
framework for sched
duling and line balance
monitoring of manufaacturing sysstem for risk
r
nt, and based
d on the revieew papers frrom
managemen
the previo
ous research
hers, the proposed and
a
preliminaryy methodologgy suggested
d to be used
d in
this study iss as depicted in
i Fig. 1.

3.1
1. Risk factorrs/criteria
Risk can be
b categorizzed in diffeerent ways,,
depends on th
he nature of risk such as physical,,
c
,
design, financcial, contractual/legal, construction,
d Scott, 2005;;
political, managgement, etc. (Wiguna and
hosh and Jinttanapakanontt, 2004; Tah et al., 1993))
Gh
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rissk managem
ment guidancce documentts, includingg
AP
PM (1997) and
a
PMI (2
2000) propo
ose the risk
k
pro
obability an
nd impact approach
a
to assess thee
deggree of project risk. (R
Raz and Micchael, 2001))
rep
ported this approach
a
as the
t most freq
quently used
d
forr assessing project rissk, with most
m
of thee
praactitioners surveyed generally used theirr
sub
bjective judgements or exxperiences to estimate thee
pro
obability of risk
r
occurren
nce and theirr impact, in a
ran
nge from very
v
low to
t very high. Variouss
ressearchers haave adapted the questio
onnaire risk
k
ideentification technique
t
which
w
can measure
m
risk
k
maanually and analytically.
a
In addition, (Basri et al.,,
2015) suggeested that combiningg differentt
ideentification techniques will pro
ovide moree
rob
bustness com
mpared to adaapting only on
ne techniquee
forr the risk identificatiion processs. Also, ass
ideentification of
o project risk
ks is regardeed a dynamicc
pro
ocess, it cann
not be executeed by either aan individuall
succh as a projeect manager or a specific department..
Th
hus, combinin
ng all projectt users inclu
uding projectt
maanagers, projject teams, and
a
stakeho
olders in thee
pro
ocess of risk
k identificatio
on is vital in decipheringg
thee project risk
ks.
In the early
y project phases, it is morre importantt
to identify all th
he potential types and so
ources of risk
k
y identify individual risk
k events. Thee
thaan to actually
appropriate rissk identificattion method depends on
n
vities and thee
thee application area (i.e. naature of activ
hazard groups)), the nature of the project, the projectt
phase, resourcees available, regulatory requirements
r
s
and client req
quirements as
a to objectiives, desired
d
outcome and th
he required leevel of detail.. Examples off
too
ols and tech
hniques that may furtheer assist thee
ideentification of
o risks are; Examples
E
of possible risk
k
sou
urces, Check
klist of posssible businesss risks and
d
fraaud risks, Typical rissks in stagges of thee
pro
ocurement process,
p
Scen
nario plannin
ng as a risk
k
asssessment too
ol, Process mapping, etc. (Berg,
(
2010)..
Th
he identification of the so
ources of the risk is thee
mo
ost critical stage in the risk assessm
ment processs
because the so
ources are neeeded to be managed
m
forr
pro
o‐active risk
k managemen
nt. A system
matic method
d
forr identifying technical risks is the elab
boration of a
rissk register where
w
differrent types of
o risks and
d
damage classess are documented.

classified project risks into externaal and interrnal
risks.

Fig. 2: Research conceptual
c
fram
mework

ose that are prevalent
p
in the
External risks are tho
vironment off projects, su
uch as those due
d
external env
to inflation, currency technology
t
c
change,
natu
ural
disasters, po
olitics, etc., and
a they are relatively non‐
n
controllablee and so therre is the need
d to continuaally
scan and forrecast these risks and in the context of
o a
company’s sstrategy. On the
t other han
nd, internal riisks
cover uncerttainties due to
t labour, plaant, material and
a
subcontracttor, resourcess and the sitee conditions, and
a
ore controlllable and vary
v
they are rrelatively mo
between pro
ojects. In add
dition, (Renu
uka et al., 2014)
classified risk into two types; non‐eengineering risk
r
ngineering rissk is predictaable
and engineeering risk. En
factors. Meanwhile, non‐engineerin
ng risk is non‐
n
ould
predictable factors. Thee predictablee factors sho
d at the earlier stage of the project and
a
be managed
whereas th
he non‐preedictable factors involv
ved
uncertaintiees, which alsso should be
b estimated to
ensure the ssuccesses of the
t projects.
3.2. Risk ide
entification
A consid
derable num
mber of stud
dies have beeen
conducted for identification of factors
f
caussing
project delayys and cost overruns.
o
Inteensive literatture
reviews, queestionnaires//checklists an
nd surveys with
w
practitionerrs and expertss usually werre carried outt as
the method
dologies. Oth
her research
hers used case
c
studies, Delp
phi, risk regisster evaluatio
on, fuzzy logic in
project sim
mulation, to identify prractices and/or
techniques used in risk managgement. Otther
p
identifying techniques reported in the past
d
on data (Sharif
literatures aare project documentati
and Rozan
n, 2010), interviewing/
i
/brainstormiing,
reporting, d
decomposition, assumptio
on analysis, and
a
critical patth analysis, and utilizzation of risk
r
taxonomies,, and plan data (Westfa
fall, 2001). The
T
questionnaire techniqu
ue contains directed and
a
i
specific queestions in contrast to interviewing
or
brainstorming techniquee, which is the
t list of op
pen‐
posed to heelp brainsto
orm
ended questions prop
hat may occurr in
project userrs to identify any risks th
the project. In the questtionnaire surrveys, the Lik
kert
scale and raanking in ordeer on a singlee issue were the
most common assessmeent approachees used. Form
mal

3. Risk analy
ysis
3.3
After the rissks are identiified, the follo
owing step iss
thee analysis of the risks. Risk analyssis can be a
len
ngthy processs, usually ressulting in a fo
ormal reportt
known as a risk asseessment. A good risk
k
maanagement sttresses a risk
k analysis prrocess that iss
sciientifically so
ound and su
upported by quantitativee
tecchniques (Hu
ubbard, 2008
8). Moreoverr, the aim off
rissk analysis iss to provide an insight into
i
the risk
k
pro
ofile of a project and to use
u these insights to drivee
thee risk response processs (PMI, 20
008). Hence,,
un
nderstanding the characcteristic of the
t
risks iss
ineevitable in ob
btaining a scieentifically sou
und analysis..
Th
he characterisstics or paraameters that are used forr
analyzing the risks comm
monly are Prrobability off
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event and R
Risk Impact, Risk Uniform
mity, Risk Tiime
Frame, Risk
k Correlation
n and Risk History
H
(Basrii et
al., 2015).
The risk factors identified could be
b grouped into
Gary and Larrson, 2008). For
major risk ccategories (G
the identificcation of wh
hat are perceeived to be the
most signifficant risk factors
f
in eaach major risk
r
category, a preliminarry questionn
naire could be
designed th
hat questioneed participan
nts to rank the
risks in ordeer of their im
mportance. Th
he intention iss to
produce a more manaageable list of critical risk
r
factors usingg a weightingg approach. The
T participaants
who respon
nded ranked each of thee risk factorss in
each major risk
r category
y and this theen will allow the
top risk facctors in each
h major risk category to be
determined.. In this even
nt, some risk
k factors willl be
identified in
n each major category. While
W
assesssing
the project risk at the initial stage of the project,
practitionerrs may not have
h
sufficieent data at that
t
time. So it iss essential to develop a sim
mple regresssion
model for eaach project sp
pecific task.
In this paaper, risk im
mpact types will
w be speciffied
into five llevels to ev
valuate the probability of
r
i.e., “Not at all”, ”N
Not
occurrence of project risks
V
Much”, ”Maay Be”, ”Yes Certainly” and “Yes Very
Much”. In aaddition, for more precisely assessmeent,
the numeriical weight also will bee used for the
assessment (1, 2, 3, 4, an
nd 5). In this study, based
d on
mple
the aforemeentioned risk characteristiics, the exam
of a summarry of the posssibility of eacch characteristic
are outlined
d in Table 1.

Table2: The rissk impact matrrix (Gary and Larson,
L
2008)

3.4
4. Risk priorritization
Risk prioritiization helpss to identify the risk thatt
maatters to major
m
stakeholders and to supportt
decision‐makin
ng in risk ressponses for the effectivee
rissk management. It also identifies uncertainties
u
s
wh
here further investigation would be relevant to
o
un
nderstand th
he extent off the uncerrtainty. Risk
k
priioritization teechniques vaaries, some are
a high levell
tecchniques dessigned to deeal with risk
ks identified
d
priimarily from
m a top‐dow
wn perspectiv
ve (often off
greeatest value in
i the earliestt phases of a project), and
d
som
me are simp
plest techniqu
ues that are appropriatee
giv
ven the data available. Th
hree groups of
o techniquess
aree available;
1) Techniqu
ues that focu
us exclusively
y on the risk
k
atttributes of prrobability and
d impacts – by
b comparingg
atttributes combination on a risk‐by‐rissk basis, thee
tecchniques are designed to prioritize
p
risk
ks within thee
con
ntext of a listt of risk or a risk
r register,
2) Techniq
ques that adopt a risk‐by‐risk
k
priioritization approach‐ use
u
various methods to
o
bro
oaden the peerspective of risk prioritizzation with a
fulller range of risk
r attributees,
3) Techniques that can priorritize riskss
quantitatively within a mo
odel that rep
presents thee
com
mbined effeects of riskss to levels up to and
d
inccluding the analysis of
o overall project
p
risk
k
(Hopkinson et al,
a 2008).
For examplee, Project risk
ks can be characterized ass
follows: Technical Risk, Scope Risk, Scchedule Risk,,
Cost Risk, Hum
man Resourcees Risk, Regu
ulatory Risk,,
Saffety and Security Risk, and Political Risk. Projectt
rissk is usually
y captured in a risk register
r
thatt
sum
mmarizes bo
oth risks an
nd opportuniities for thee
pro
oject. The rissk register iss updated thrroughout thee
pro
oject as new
w risks are id
dentified and
d other riskss
aree closed out. It capturess basic risks information
n
needed to prioritize projectt risk, and also useful forr
vidual projectt team memb
bers who willl
asssigning indiv
be responsible for developing discrete rrisk responsee
nd reportingg on the risk
k
plaans, monitoring them, an
staatus. Risks must be managed
m
thro
oughout thee
pro
oject life cyclle. Many projjects get boggged down by
y
dellays and poo
orly planned design, and engineeringg
pro
ocesses. Heenceforth, attempts aree made to
o
acccelerate the procurement and production phasess
wh
hich are not always
a
possiible. Moreoveer, any effortt
to accelerate th
he schedule beyond its opttimal activity
y

Table1: Thee possibility off each characteeristic (Gary an
nd
Larso
on, 2008)

The majjor objectivees of each risk
r
impact are
derived from
m the risk asssessment meethod as sho
own
in Table 2. Based on th
hese impact levels, the risk
r
characteristtics or param
meters that are mention
ned
before will be analyzed in this reseaarch as to th
heir
applicabilityy for Sched
duling and Line Balance
Monitoring of Manufactu
uring System..
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durations will result in additional labour, equipment,
material and supplier costs.

using linguistic approximation, Journal of
Computing Systems in Engineering, vol. 4(2‐3),
pp. 281.

4. Summary and conclusion

L. A. Shah, A. Etienne, A. Siadat, and E. Vernadat
(2016). Decision‐making in the manufacturing
environment using a value‐risk graph, J. Intell
Manuf, vol. 27, pp. 617‐630.

In this paper, a review from the previous works
were conducted on risk management particularly
risks in decision making method for scheduling and
line balance monitoring in manufacturing system. A
suggestion of conceptual model for risk management
is discussed. The core framework consists of 3 major
activities; risk identifying, risk analyzing and risk
prioritizing is suggested and while conducting those
three items, feedback from user or stakeholders is
then necessary. In addition, external risk factors and
the selection criterion also must be considered. Risk
identification techniques, risk analysis and risk
prioritization are also presented. Furthermore, the
identification of the effective production factors is
also discussed. Hence, this review indicated that the
appropriate selection of systems will help in the
success of the manufacturing project.

M. Hopkinson, P. Close, D. Hillson, and S. Ward
(2008). Prioritizing project risks: A short guide to
useful techniques, Buckinghamshire, England:
British library cataloguing in publication data.
M. Ierapetritou, and Z. Li (2009). Modeling and
managing Uncertainty in Process Planning and
Scheduling In Optimization and Logistics
Challenges in the Enterprise, W. Chaovalitwongse
et al (eds) Springer Optimization and Its
Application.
N. A. Bosca (2012). Lean project management:
Assessment of project risk management
processes, Master thesis, KTH Industrial
engineering
and
management
industrial
management, SE‐100 44 Stockholm.
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